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Dear Friends of the Mountain,

After studying and 
working in the 
conservation field for 

decades, I’ve come to realize 
that the most significant threat 
to the environment is the lack 
of meaningful connections 
between people and nature, 
which results in us lacking the 
love and will required to fully 
address major environmental 
threats like climate change.  
Nature is a spiritual portal where if we 
quietly and respectfully enter it we will 
be transformed for the better, and in that 
lies our hope for salvation and survival. 

John Muir understood this and wrote about 
it often. He wrote, “The clearest way into the 
Universe is through a forest wilderness.” Muir 
observed, “Between every two pine trees 
there is a door leading to a new way of life.”

Because of this understanding, John Muir 
would regularly make personal solo time 
for quiet contemplation in nature. In his 
account of summiting Mount Diablo, 
described in a December 5, 1877 letter to 
his future in-laws and wife, he wrote,

"I reached the summit a little after dark and 
selected a sheltered nook in the chaparral 
to rest for the night and await the coming 
of the sun. The wind blew a gale, but I did 
not suffer much from the cold. The night 
was keen and crisp and the stars shone 

out with better brilliancy than one could 
hope for in these lowland atmospheres. 
The sunrise was truly glorious. After 
lingering an hour or so, observing and 
feasting and making a few notes, I went 
down to that halfway hotel for breakfast."

Save Mount Diablo started a Conservation 
Collaboration Agreement program with local 
schools and businesses to help meaningfully 
connect our community, especially our 
younger, wired generations, to nature and 
our organization. The program includes a 
contemplative solo in nature that has been 
transformational for the participants. 

See for yourself in the following two journal 
entries by middle school students:

What am I? What are you? Where did we 
come from, where are we going? Nature.

What is nature? Nature is life. Nature is 
now. Nature is time. It is personality.

Nature is a concept. Nature is the world.

Nature is you, me. Nature is many things.

Breathe in, breathe out, this is nature.

All things that are here, all things that are 
going, all things that are coming are nature.

You and I are nature. We are made of nature: 
minerals, atoms, cells, elements, star dust. 
Hills and mountains and flies and grasses and 
clouds and trees, and wind are made of nature: 
minerals, atoms, cells, elements, star dust.

All nature. All coming. All born. All dying. 
All living. All here. All now. This is nature. 
The world. Life. Us. Now. Nature. 

~Anonymous

Diablo Watch is published twice yearly for friends of Save Mount Diablo,  
a nationally accredited land trust and 501(3)(c) organization.



What Happened?
It was tall and proud
It provided shelter for many
Once it gave refuge and life
What is it now?
It would grow every day
It would oversee the land far and wide
The forest, the sea, the mountains, the hills
What is it now?
It came from a majestic line of ancestors
It came from an ancient era
It came from a time where it was respected
What happened?
It now lies in splinters
Nobody gives it a second thought
It is only seen as a decrepit stump
It was respected
It was revered

It was . . .
It was happy to give
What happened?
~Arnav Misra
You, our wonderful supporters, help us protect 
these remaining natural portals in the Mount 
Diablo area and connect our community to them 
so we can all be transformed for the better, 

and in that lies our hope for 
salvation and survival.

With Gratitude,

Edward Sortwell Clement, Jr. 
Executive Director  
Save Mount Diablo
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This 67th issue of Diablo 
Watch is special; it marks our 30th 

year of publication. 
Just like our organization, it’s 

grown and changed. In 1988, having a 
newsletter was as controversial an idea 
as hiring our first staff member after 17 
years as an all-volunteer organization. 

At the time, Save Mount Diablo sent 
out a single publication each year to our 
400 donors, a two-page xerox called 
April in the Mountain with a series of hikes 
accompanied by a one-page request for 

funds. Seth Adams, the new hire, made a 
real newsletter happen by convincing the 
then Contra Costa Times to pay for the 
first issue. 

Times columnist Gary Bogue had 
helped raise $43,000 in 1,100 donations 
for the option payments on the 631-

acre Morgan Ranch 
acquisition, the first 
connection between 
Mount Diablo State Park 
and Morgan Territory 
Regional Preserve. 
When the property was 
acquired, the Times 
agreed to sponsor a 
dedication, and the first 
Making the Connection 
two-color newsletter 
was created as a
hybrid invitation.

The next issue, Diablo 
Watch, began as a simple black-and-
white, two-fold, six-page, cut-and-paste 
newsletter laid out on wax boards. 
Each image was sent to a photo lab to 
create a halftone, which cost $25 each. 
Fifteen hundred copies were labeled by 
volunteers at a mail party sitting around 
Gen and Bill Sattler’s kitchen table. 

Within a few years, we had 4,000 
donors, and the newsletter grew from 
four to eight to 12 to 16 pages. Before 

long, we started using a  mail house. 
Previous Executive Director Ron 

Brown ushered in desktop publishing 
software like Quark and later InDesign. 
Brown and Adams would sometimes 
work all night or all weekend producing 
the newsletter. 

Issue #43 in spring 2007 was our 
first full-color newsletter. In issue #57, 
spring 2014, the magazine-style cover 
was completely filled by a photo for the          
first time. 

Many volunteer editors, writers, and 
photographers have been involved over 
the years, but Dann McCright and Steve 
and Linda Mehlman stand out as editors. 
Two photographers stand out above 
all: Stephen Joseph and Scott Hein, 
who have both donated their work for        
many years.

We print Diablo Watch to connect 
with our community. It has evolved into 
what you see today: beautiful full-color 
pictures accompany thoughtful articles 
based in science and field research. 
As the organization’s capabilities and 
programs have flourished, the content 
has also expanded and diversified, all 
thanks to your support. We hope that 
you enjoy this edition!

You can view more from the archives at 
www.bit.ly/Diablo-Watch-Archive. 
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Diablo Watch 
turns 30! 



Save Mount Diablo was 
completing an audible guide for 

Perkins Canyon at the time, near 
where the fire started, and added a 
segment about the fire. Our series 
of Audible Mount Diablo guides 
are created by Joan Hamilton, and 
co-sponsored by Save Mount Diablo 
and the Mount Diablo Interpretive 
Association.

In the Morgan Fire’s aftermath, 
what seemed initially like a huge 
loss turned into serendipity. The 
landscape on the south and east 
sides of the mountain—a mosaic 

of habitats, especially chaparral—
“turned from black to green in a 
matter of months,” Joan explains. 
“Charred trees and shrubs sprouted 
from their bases. Seeds of plants 
that had been hiding in the soil 
for 40, 80, or even 120 years 
suddenly found a place in the sun. 
The mountain became an exciting 
natural laboratory.” 

We decided to create an audible 
guide about the Morgan Fire, 
Mount Diablo botany, and great 
wildflower spots. Harvest of Fire: 
A Hiker’s Guide to Mount Diablo 

Morgan & Lime 
Ridge Perfect Fires & 

Audible Mount Diablo's 
New Hiker's Guide to 
Mount Diablo Plants

All this has happened before, and all this will 
happen again. Small fires occur in the Mount 
Diablo region almost every year. But the biggest 
blaze in recent times came in September 2013, 
the 3,300-acre Morgan Fire. It became known 
as a “perfect fire” because no lives or structures 
were lost, and habitat was benefited.
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HARVEST 
 OF FIRE

Burned chaparral plants at Lime Ridge Open Space, with 
wildflowers sprouting from the bare dirt beneath them.
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Plants is a series of nine 
video podcasts, each four 
to nine minutes in length, 
in which we learn “what to 
look for at five botanical 
meccas at different elevations 
on different sides of the 
mountain,” says Joan.

We also learn about the 
contribution of botanists who 
explored this area in the past, 
and the present—like Heath 
Bartosh, rock star botanist 
following in the footsteps of 
Mary Bowerman. And “we 
gain an appreciation for the 
uncommon processes and 
long-hidden flora revealed 
by recent fires, including 
unusual ‘fire follower’ plant 
species,” Joan explains.

Many of the Morgan 
Fire effects and fire follower 
wildflowers faded after three 
to four years. But as we 
worked on Harvest of Fire, 
once again serendipity struck. 
Last June, a fire started 
at Lime Ridge, ultimately 
burning 300 acres. Lime 
Ridge Open Space is 2,000 
acres owned and managed 
by the cities of Walnut 
Creek and Concord. Its 
borders are mostly defined 
by development dedications     
of land. 

For decades, Save Mount 
Diablo and others have 
argued successfully that 
proposed projects should 

be separated from highly 
flammable chaparral with 
substantial, more easily 
controlled grassland buffers. 
As the reality of climate 
change sets in—where more 
frequent extreme events like 
heat waves, fires, and floods 
will take place, not just a 
gradual increase in average 
temperatures—our cautions 
are being proven right.

Although the Lime 
Ridge Fire was one-tenth 
the size of the Morgan Fire, 
Lime Ridge compresses 
many habitats into a small 
area, from grassland along 
Ygnacio Valley Boulevard, 
into oak woodland and the 
chaparral areas on both 
ridges of Paradise Valley. 
Dozens of rare plants and 
animal species live there, 
and Lime Ridge is a nearly 
complete protected wildlife 
corridor stretching from 
downtown Concord all the 
way to Diablo’s peaks. Plant 
and animal species have 
room to move up and down 
elevations, or to repopulate 
from other nearby parklands. 

The Lime Ridge Fire was 
another “perfect fire” with 
no lives or structures lost, 
and benefits to habitat. It was 
timely because watching it 
recover the next three to four 
years will be a great showcase 
for our new audible guide. 
It’s also timely because we’ve 
previously recorded animal 
and plant species at Lime 
Ridge in a 2008 BioBlitz—so 
we already have a baseline 
snapshot of its biodiversity 
and can now see what 
changes. It’s easily accessible 
and already captured in its 
own 2012 audible guide.

After the Morgan Fire, we 

were concerned about winter 
rains and huge erosion, 
but we entered a four-year 
drought, there was almost no 
erosion, and the mountain’s 
south and 
east slopes 
turned from 
scorched 
earth to 
jungle very 
quickly. 
Shrubs and 
trees began 
resprouting 
within 
weeks, 
grassland 
slopes were 
revegetated, 
the chamise 
curtain was opened and 
soon began closing again. 
Rare wildflowers turned 
up throughout the burn, 
and chaparral-edge bulbs 
like Fremont’s star lily were 
revealed by the thousands 
where the chaparral had 
been incinerated. Then vines 
took over. Huge slopes were 
colored by wildflowers like 
Impressionistic paintings.

Lime Ridge seems to 
be the opposite extreme. 
Because of unusually heavy 
rains, we’ve reached our 
season total for precipitation 
at the beginning of March. 
Streams are overflowing, 
slopes are slumping, and 
erosion is already carving 
California’s geologically 
young, steep hills, including 

at Lime Ridge. If you go to 
Lime Ridge, stay on trails to 
protect sensitive species and 
new growth. 

A sold-out premiere of 
Harvest of Fire: A Hiker’s 
Guide to Mount Diablo 
Plants took place March 14 
at the Save Mount Diablo 
office. Harvest of Fire, as 
well as the Perkins Canyon 
and Lime Ridge audible 
guides, can be viewed at 
www.audiblemountdiablo.
com. You can also download 
or stream several Audible 
Mount Diablo guides, 
including Harvest of Fire, at 
http://bit.ly/AMD-Podcast 
and listen to them as 
podcasts, even if you don’t 
have a cell connection. 

Get ready. 
The show is 

just beginning.

A bounty of Fremont's star lilies are now 
flourishing in the burned area at Lime 
Ridge Open Space.

Lime Ridge 
Open Space 

is greening 
up beautifully 

this spring.
This image 

shows an 
oak partially 
scorched in 

the fire slowly 
regenerating 

its leaves, 
giving it a 

two-toned 
appearance.

The title screen of Audible Mount Diablo's newest guide to the 
outdoors,  now available as a video podcast series.
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Save Mount Diablo is made up of
thousands of people who love and 

appreciate Mount Diablo and the beautiful 
wild lands surrounding the mountain. 
Many view our long-term plans, executed 
through our capital campaign, Forever 
Wild, as an opportunity to become a part 
of the big-picture future, right now. 

T he two supporters profiled here consider 
themselves “everyday people.” But in their own 
way, each has become an extraordinary donor. 
We spoke to them about their past, their 
connections to Mount Diablo, what inspired 
them to step up in the Forever Wild campaign, 
and why it matters so much to them. 
Here's what they had to say.

MOVING
MOUNTAINS

  
TO SAVE THE
MOUNTAIN

Shirley Langlois
Volunteer Marsh Creek IV Property Steward, 

Diablo Legacy Circle Member, & Forever Wild Investor

Interviews conducted by Save Mount Diablo Development Director Marcia Slackman (MS)

MS—Where did you grow up? 
Shirley: I grew up in El Cerrito and in Lafayette. But my 

family roots go way back in the Mount Diablo area. 
My great-grandfather came out to California in the 

mid-1800s, and he bought a cattle ranch in Green Valley. 
In 1874, he planted the “mother” walnut tree of this entire 
region, in Alamo. It was a cross between the English and 
black walnut and lived for over 100 years! 

Back then, Berkeley High was the only school within 
miles—my grandfather had to take a train to Berkeley and 
board there to attend. 
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re From left to right: Shirley Langlois with her brother (Richard), sister (Marilyn), and 
sister-in-law (Gayla) at Save Mount Diablo's Moonlight on the Mountain gala in 2016. 
According to Shirley, "This was [taken] shortly after my mother passed and we celebrated 
her life at Moonlight." Shirley's legacy gift to F o r e v e r  W i l d  is an investment that will 
leave lasting green returns for her community by protecting the lands she loves, just 
as her ancestors stewarded these lands before her.  



My mom grew up in Berkeley but 
spent weekends and summers on the 
farm in Alamo. She knew the mountain 
well; she was an avid hiker and was the 
family historian. 

MS—What is your background? 
Shirley: I received a degree in 

city and regional planning from 
UC Berkeley and went into medical 
economics and strategic planning for 
Kaiser Permanente. I was responsible 
for forecasting, hospital planning, 
budgeting, and market analysis. I did 
this until I retired.

MS—What drew you to Save 
Mount Diablo originally? 

Shirley: I grew up doing a lot of 
hiking. When my mother entered her 
90s, she gave her children money to give 
to charity. I wanted to find a group that 
connected my mother’s interests and 
mine. I did research and found Save 
Mount Diablo. 

MS—What inspires you to keep 
investing in our work?

Shirley:  Conserving nature, saving 
open space, providing hiking/recreation 
areas, and protecting the historical 
heritage are all very important to me. 
Being so close to an urban environment 
makes it even more important. 

MS—You are a volunteer as well 
as a donor—please describe what 

you do and what motivates you to 
do it. 

Shirley: I am a volunteer at Marsh 
Creek IV. Once a month, I walk the 
property and look for evidence of 
any problems, such as trespassing or 
vandalism. I am very interested in the 
geography and the land acquisition 
strategy.  I have always been interested 
in land acquisition strategy, and I felt 
volunteering on the land would be 
a good way to get closer to learning  
about this. 

MS—You made an irrevocable 
bequest to the Stewardship 
Endowment Fund of the 
campaign. What inspired your 
decision?  

Shirley: I already had Save Mount 
Diablo as a beneficiary of my life 
insurance plan, so I thought I’d tell you 
about it. I had no idea that it could be 
used now for the capital campaign. 

My goal is to spend down my assets, 
but life insurance is different. I’ll never 
be able to spend it, so I’m comfortable 
doing an irrevocable bequest with this 
asset. This was an easy decision.

I like having my estate gift go to work 
now for the Stewardship Endowment 
Fund because we see that huge storms 
and other climate events can have a 
devastating impact. 

In order to protect and restore 
the land, it will be more important 
than ever that funds are available for 
maintaining critical infrastructure.  

MS—What impact do you hope 
to have on the environment in your 
lifetime? 

Shirley: Preservation of open space. I 
am glad to know my estate gift can go to 
work while I am here to see it.

Top of left page: View of Castle Rock and Mount 
Diablo from Diablo Foothills Regional Park. Below: The 
"mother" tree, planted by Shirley's great-grandfather in 
Alamo in 1874. Below right: A sketch of the mother tree 
and its dimensions, made in 1943. 

Irrevocable bequests can be set up in a 
variety of ways—with life insurance, 

property, or other assets. Please 
consult your estate planning advisor 

to explore the tax benefits and options 
for making this impactful gift.

Above:  Historical photos from the Langlois family 
archive of Shirley's great-grandparents and their 

ranch in Alamo during the mid-1800s.



MS—Where did you grow up? 
Was there something in your 
childhood that inspired your love 
for the outdoors?

Carol: I grew up in Mill Valley, where 
my grandpa had a home and three lots 
on his property. He loved to garden and 
tinker with construction projects. My 
parents were not into the outdoors, but 
I spent a great deal of time outside with 
my grandpa in the garden and around 
his projects. He hired me to work for 

him and paid me well. He instilled 
in me a work ethic. So, I was very 
comfortable outdoors. Working for my 
grandpa contributed to my confidence 
and love for the outdoors. 

MS—I know you are retired 
now. What career path did you 
take? 

Carol: I attended UC Davis; I started 
in microbiology and eventually studied 
nursing. Over the years, I practiced 
nursing in surgical oncology, ER, OR, 
and gastroenterology. I lived in Arizona 
for a number of years, and came back 
to the Bay Area in 1991 and worked for 
Kaiser until I retired in 2011.

MS—You have been a steady 
and generous donor to Save Mount 
Diablo (SMD) since 1997. What 
drew you to SMD originally? 

Carol: When I moved back here, I 
became a runner and fell in love with 
ultra-running. I ran the Diablo Trail 
Challenge one year. Then I met a staff 
member, and I decided, why not give 
back?

My curiosity drew me to offer my 
services as a volunteer with East Bay 
Trail Dogs. The leader initially rejected 
me, saying I was too small. By the end of 
the day, however, he changed his mind. 
Six months later, I attended the Trail 
Dogs’ Board meeting and was elected 
President. 

MS—What inspires you to keep 
investing in our work?

Carol:  I liked SMD’s land acquisition 
mission and then when the stewardship 
activities grew, I became even more 
involved. It’s partly selfish—I love being 

outside, swinging a tool—it’s great for 
one’s mental health! 

I also like how the Stewardship 
program engages kids. I am a firm 
believer in “nature deficit disorder.” I’ve 
come to realize that if kids don’t love 
nature, we won’t have it in the future.

MS—You have made more 
than one multi-year pledge to our 
capital campaign, Forever Wild. 
What inspires your commitment 
to the long-term health of Save 
Mount Diablo?

Carol: I am actually frugal and have 
been very good at saving throughout 
my life. But when I made these major 
gift pledges to the Forever Wild 
campaign, it has felt so good!! I am 
excited about Save Mount Diablo, 
because you stepped right up to address 
the problem of shrinking open space 
around Mount Diablo. Since I am 
financially secure, I felt, why not put my 
money to use where it is needed?

MS—What do you love most 
about Mount Diablo?

Carol: I find the wildflowers most 
interesting. The smells of the chaparral, 
the poppies and lupines, it’s all 
phenomenal!

“I am a firm believer 
in 'nature-deficit 
disorder'—I’ve come 
to realize that if kids 
don’t love nature, 
we won’t have it in 
the future.”  

Carol Lane
President of the East Bay Trail Dogs, Save Mount Diablo 

Stewardship Volunteer, & Forever Wild Investor

Learn More
Please contact Marcia Slackman 

at (925) 949-4513 or email 
mslackman@savemountdiablo.
org to learn how you can make 

an impact on Mount Diablo's 
future through our historic     

Forever Wild campaign—
and help us move mountains! 
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It would also impact the new 
regional park on the Concord 
side (houses would literally 
be right next to and above the 
park), destroy wildlife habitat, 
and add more than 12,500 
car trips per day to an already 
extremely congested area (isn’t 
the commute on Highway 4 
bad enough?). 

We started sending mass 
emails to Pittsburg residents 
to inform them about 
what’s going on and get                
them engaged. 

As a result, many more 
residents than usual attended 
the meeting on the draft EIR 
and submitted comments, 
which are now part of the 
formal environmental 
review record and need to 
be responded to in the final 
EIR. Now the city and Seeno 
are preparing their final EIR. 
The project should either be 
rejected or greatly improved. 
We’ll keep you updated. 

FOLLOW THE antioch community to save sand creek coalition for updates:    facebook.com/antiochsavesandcreekandstoptheranch

Over the last several years, Save 
Mount Diablo has spent a lot of 

time and energy in Antioch. In 2014, 
we commented on the proposed “The 
Ranch” development project; in 2015, 
we engaged the city on Antioch’s 
General Plan update. Our main goals 
have always been to protect the hills, 
creek, and wildlife corridor in the Sand 
Creek area of south Antioch. 

Our work culminated when we 
launched the Let Antioch Voters Decide 
campaign in spring 2018. Our initiative 
would make Antioch’s Urban Limit 

Line permanent. It would also increase 
protection of the land west of Deer 
Valley Road in the Sand Creek area, 
making large-scale subdivisions like 
“The Ranch” impossible without a vote 
of Antioch residents. 

Because of the great work of 
many volunteers and SMD staff, our 
initiative was adopted by the City 
Council last summer.  The council 
had also previously adopted Richland 
Communities’ own initiative, which was 
similar to ours in that it accomplished 
70 percent of our goals but allowed 

a smaller and improved version of 
Richland’s “The Ranch” project. 

In the fall of 2018, both Richland’s 
and our initiatives were legally 
challenged by two other developers in 
the Sand Creek area, Richfield and Zeka. 
Right now those lawsuits are working 
their way though the courts. 

We are very confident in the strength 
of our initiative. Both initiatives are in 
effect right now, so any proposal by 
Zeka, Richfield, or anyone else would 
be subject to them. We’ll keep you 
informed as things progress.

Protecting Vulnerable Wild Lands in Antioch

In October 2018, Seeno/
Discovery Builders 

released a draft Environmental 
Impact Report (EIR) to add more 
than 600 acres of the beautiful 
hills southwest of Pittsburg to 
the city so they can build 1,500 
houses right on top of a high 
ridge, visible from all directions.

The project is called the Faria/
Southwest Hills Annexation 
Project. Seeno/Discovery Builders 
has proposed this from time 
to time over the past 20 years, 
and it's either been tabled or 
withdrawn and changed. Now 
they're serious. 

This is a terrible project that 
would develop the beautiful 
corridor separating central 
and east Contra Costa County. 
It would put houses right on 
top of the ridgeline that would 
be visible from both Concord                   
and Pittsburg. 

Save Mount Diablo 
CAMPAIGNS TO KEEP 
PITTSBURG'S HILLS 
BEAUTIFUL

Above: View from the hills looking over Pittsburg toward the Delta. 

Save PITTSBURG'S HILLS

FOLLOW THE CAMPAIGN TO 
SAVE PITTSBURG's HILLS:

facebook.com/SavePittsburgsHills
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IN 2018, Save Mount Diablo helped 
to fund a research study focusing 

on the occurrence of volcanic rocks 
on the east side of Mount Diablo. This 
research will appear soon in a new book 
on the geology of the Mount Diablo 
region published by the Northern 
California Geological Society and the 
Geological Society of America.

Diablo’s east-side volcanic rocks crop 
out in the hills around the junction of the 
Marsh Creek and Morgan Territory roads. 
Hikers on the Perkins Canyon trail pass 
by one of the outcrops as they walk the 
foothills of the mountain. 

What kind of volcanic eruption formed 
these rocks? And when did it occur? 

Ryan Fay has led the research team 
and has spent the past year mapping,

collecting samples, and 
having the rocks analyzed. 
The chemical and mineral 
compositions were 
determined by sending 
samples for analysis 
to Washington State 
University at Pullman. 

We found that the rocks 
were composed of silica-
rich lava. A magnetometer 
survey showed that they 
originated from feeder 
dikes along faults that 
border the east side. These 
faults are part of the San 
Andreas fault system, which 
we usually associate with 
earthquakes. 

So how old are these 
volcanic rocks? Did they 
predate the uplift of Mount 
Diablo?  Previous research 
dated the uplift of the 
mountain at about 2.5 
million years ago, and it is 
still rising at a rate of about 
one millimeter a year. 
The dating on the volcanic rocks was 
done by Dr. Alan Deino of the Berkeley 
Geochronology Center. He found that 
the rocks are 7.5 million years old. The 
volcanic eruptions occurred in the 
Miocene era and predated the uplift of 
Mount Diablo. 

It became evident that the Diablo 
volcanoes are part of a suite of volcanic 
centers that stretch up and down 

the Coast Ranges, and they formed 
along a series of faults in the San                   
Andreas system. 

The origin of these volcanic centers 
is related to northward migration of 
what geologists call a “triple junction” of 
tectonic plates along our western plate 
boundary. The triple junction originated 
in southern California between 25 to 30 
million years ago, and it has gradually 
moved up the Coast Ranges, creating 

Marsh Creek Volcanics 
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Above: Outcrops and topographic expressions of 
rhyodacite dikes near the junction of Morgan Territory 
and Marsh Creek roads.
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Map showing location and age in millions of years of the volcanic centers along 
the San Andreas fault system. The volcanic centers become younger northward 

as the triple junction migrates along the plate boundary. New research shows 
that, as tectonic plates moved north, magma rose through faults near Hollister 

10–12 million years ago (mya), at Marsh Creek 7.5 mya, and at Clear Lake 2 mya.

The scenic landscape formed by the 
rhyolite dikes  in the foothills on the east side 
of Mount Diablo. Photo by Stephen Edwards.



Editor’s note: Save Mount Diablo’s Dr. Mary Bowerman Science and Research Program 
provides small grants for research related to Mount Diablo and the northern Diablo 
Range. Save Mount Diablo has acquired several properties along Marsh Creek that include 
these volcanic outcrops. The Northern California Geological Society is about to publish a 
new book on Mount Diablo geology to celebrate its 75th anniversary. In 2018, we asked 
Dr. Sullivan to organize a research program and to include these volcanic areas in the new 
book and provided several small grants to fund the necessary analysis.

and opening up faults that today 
form the San Andreas fault system. 
Magma from below the earth’s crust 
rose to the surface along newly 
created faults as the triple junction 
moved up the Pacific Coast. 

There are many of these 
abandoned volcanoes stretching 
up the Diablo and Coast Ranges of 
California. They started at about 
10 to 12 million years ago in the 
Quién Sabe Range near Hollister, 
and reached the latitude of Mount 
Diablo at 7.5 million years ago. The 
ones in Pittsburg’s Los Medanos 
Hills and Sonoma 
followed, and then 
the most recent ones 
popped up around 

Clear Lake in Lake County, which  
last erupted about 10,000 years ago. 

Thus, we can now see that our 
volcanic rocks on the east of Mount 
Diablo fit in well with this northward 
migration of volcanic activity 
along the faults in the San Andreas 
system. Continually rising, Mount 
Diablo has been deeply eroded 
since the intrusion of our dikes. 
The volcanoes fed by the dikes 
have been eroded away and what 
is exposed now are the volcanic 
conduits that allowed the magma to 
flow up from great depth. 

FREE GUIDED 
PUBLIC HIKES 

& TOURS
For Details & to Register:  

www.bit.ly/Discover-Diablo

Save Mount Diablo

DIABLO
Discover

Free Public Hike Series
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Raymond Sullivan, Professor Emeritus, 
San Francisco State University Department of  Earth & 

Climate Science & Northern California Geological Society

PROUDLY SPONSORED BY 

SHELL MARTINEZ REFINERY

To Three Departing Board Members: Thanks for Your Service!

Heath Bartosh
Dr. Mary 
Bowerman 
Science & 
Research 
Committee Chair, 
Executive & Land   
Committees

Amara 
Morrison
Secretary & 
Executive 
Committee

Sue Ohanian
Development 
Committee Chair, 
Executive & Land 
Committees

Do you like plants? Heath LOVES 
them, especially rare plants. 
Save Mount Diablo is forever in his 
debt for helping weave our work 
so closely together with our local 
ecology. During Heath’s eight years 
as a board member, he served on 
the Land and Executive Committees. 
Heath was also the founding chair of 
the Dr. Mary Bowerman Science and 
Research Committee. A restoration 
resource to staff and a link to our 
co-founder Mary Bowerman, Heath 
provided scientific grounding to our 
land use discussions. Heath remains 
a friend of ours and a defender of 
the mountain. Thanks, Heath!

Amara Morrison is stepping off the Save 
Mount Diablo Board of Directors. She 
has been Board Secretary and served 
on the Executive Committee. She and 
Malcolm Sproul currently have the 
longest tenures of any of the members 
of our Board. Last year they both 
reached 25 years of selfless volunteer 
service. We first met Amara in a land 
use effort, about preservation of the 
northern part of the Athenian School 
property in Diablo. She lived nearby, is 
an attorney and an equestrian, and has 
been a friend and a brilliant advisor to 
Save Mount Diablo ever since. Amara 
is an attorney at Wendel, Rosen, Black 
& Dean LLP. She and her daughter 
Islay live in Alamo. Thank you for all of 
your service to the mountain, Amara.

Sue served as a triple threat during 
her six years on Save Mount Diablo’s 
board, chairing the Development 
Committee and as a member of the 
Executive and Land Committees. 
An avid hiker and birder, Sue’s 
enthusiasm for the mountain is 
contagious, and she worked tirelessly 
to cultivate support for our mission. 
Sue rolled up her sleeves and helped 
SMD secure national accreditation 
while simultaneously helping plan 
Moonlight on the Mountain and 
getting to know neighbors in Curry 
Canyon. Luckily, our Land Committee 
gets to keep Sue and tap her wisdom 
for a long time to come. Thanks, Sue!



Joaquin 
Moraga 
Sixth 
Graders 
Immerse 
in Nature 
at Big 
Bend
 

To address “nature 
deficit disorder” in our 

young, wired generations, 
Save Mount Diablo 
(SMD), Joaquin Moraga 
Intermediate School (JM), 

and sponsor Bedell Frazier 
Investment Counselling, 
LLC (BFIC) completed a 
Conservation Collaboration 
Agreement this February.

The Conservation 
Collaboration Agreement 
that SMD, JM, and BFIC 
partnered in had three basic 
segments. For the first part, 
on February 27, staff of SMD 
taught the sixth graders 
and employees of BFIC 
about land conservation of 
the Mount Diablo area. 

Second, on February 28, 

SMD staff and naturalist Judy 
Adler led the participating 
students of JM and the 
employees of BFIC in a 
nature service project. The 
team removed invasive 
milk thistle and enjoyed 
interpretive nature hikes led 
by Judy at SMD’s conserved 
Big Bend property along 
Marsh Creek Road. Each 
participant also completed a 
solo contemplative exercise 
to connect with nature. 
During the solo, they each 
reflected on nature and their 

part in the natural world. 
Finally, in an act of 

educational and participatory 
philanthropy, the students 
raised money to become 
members of SMD through 
our new discounted youth 
membership program. 

BFIC generously 
sponsored the Conservation 
Collaboration Agreement 
to help get more kids 
connected to nature and 
SMD’s time-sensitive land 
conservation mission. 

Regarding the 
collaboration, Moraga School 
District Superintendent 
Bruce Burns stated, “An 
outdoor educational 
experience, surrounded by 
nature, provides students 
the experience of an ever-
changing and free-flowing 
environment that stimulates 

“An outdoor educational experience, 
surrounded by nature, provides students 
the experience of an ever-changing and 
free-flowing environment that stimulates 
all the senses and fosters intellectual, social, 
emotional, and physical development.”
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all the senses and fosters intellectual, 
social, emotional, and physical 
development. We are grateful for 
the opportunity to partner with Save 
Mount Diablo and Bedell Frazier to offer 
students hands-on land preservation 
and natural resource learning."  

"The Conservation Collaboration 
Agreement offers students the 
opportunity to leave the confines 
and comforts of the 21st century 
connected classroom and venture out 
into local open space on a true field 
trip. A day hiking along twisted paths, 
feeling the dirt under their boots, and 
smelling the fresh air allows for busy 

minds to slow down. As they learn 
about and experience the natural 
beauty around them, students can 
begin to contemplate their role in 
nature. Through the service project, 
they are better able to measure how 
their footprint can be restorative 
rather than destructive. Ultimately, 
a day outdoors begins to reconnect 
us all to Mother Earth and reminds 
us that we can and must protect 
her," said JM Teacher Dawn Lezak.

On behalf of sponsor BFIC, Michael 
Frazier, President of BFIC, noted, “We 
believe it is so important to give back 
to the community. We have been 
supporters of the Save Mount Diablo 
organization for a few years now. It 
is run by a fantastic group of people 
who have one mission: to preserve the 
natural beauty of our land and promote 
conservation for generations to come. 
We spent a day on the mountain with 
sixth graders from Joaquin Moraga 
Middle School to help introduce 
the natural beauty and importance 

of the Bay Area and get them off 
their electronic devices and spend 
time outdoors. We are investment 
professionals. There is no investment 
more important than our kids and 
grandkids, and our community.” 

Top of previous page: Joaquin Moraga students and staff plus Bedell Frazier and Save Mount Diablo staff on the trail at Big Bend. Above left: Two students work to remove invasive 
milk thistle at Big Bend during the environmental service project. Above right: A Joaquin Moraga student reflects on nature during the solo time.
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What’s Your 
Plan 
for the 

Future?

Protect the 
Diablo mountain range 

for generations to come. 
Leave a legacy by providing 

for Save Mount Diablo 
in your estate plans. Al
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We took the 

Diablo Trails 
Challenge!

Thanks to all 
who participated in 2019

STAY TUNED! 
Save Mount Diablo's Conservation Collaboration 

Agreement program will be featured on NBC 
Bay Area's OpenRoad with Doug McConnell.

Watch it at 6:30 p.m. on Sunday, April 28, 2019.
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Tribute gifts and donations made in honor or in memory of loved ones between July 1–December 31, 2018 are listed below. 
Thank you to all of our supporters. Your generosity preserves, defends, and restores the mountain for all of us to enjoy!   
 
Tribute names are indicated in italics on a shaded row. An asterisk (*) denotes donors who make monthly tribute gifts.

Tributes

Joseph & Susan Gorny

   Christina F Salazar

Jim and MaryAnn 
   Hannon

   Kathy Davies

Janess Hanson

   Katherine M Duncan

Scott & Claudia Hein

   Darlene 
     Hecomovich

Jane Hyde

   Alaina Hyde

Kaiser Imaging 
   Department

   Leslie Servin

John Kiefer

   Jennifer Russell

Gladys A. Laston

   Janet Laston Katzer

Jacqueline Maguire

   Anonymous

Geoff and Val 
   Meredith

   Thomas Meredith

Chloey Miner

   Tom & Julia Miner

Amara Morrison

   Nancy Scott

John Rossell & 
   Christine Murray

   Elkin Rossell

Woodrow G. Phelps

   Dr. Robert Phelps

George Phillips

   Kara Marie Andrews

Nancy Raaum

   Allison Raaum

IN HONOR OF
Seth Adams

   John & Christine    
     Odom

   Paul Paton

   Joel Perlstein

Burt Bassler

   Elissa Bassler

Ron Brown

   Steve Kaplan*

Lydia Burstyn

   Harmon Burstyn

Tony Clement

   David Ogden & 
     Sandy Biagi

Jim & Bette Felton

   Kim Michaud

Judith Fisher

   Gina Gotsill

   John Sr.

   Barbara Luoma

   Bill Schilz

   Sarah Trogdon

   Bev DeBeaumont 
     Warnecke

   Kris Warrenburg

   Daniel Whooley

Brian Gagnon

   Moira McCabe

Tom Golden

   Luke & Melissa 
     Hickey

Michelle Reese

   Diane Belding

   Shrina Choung

   Bill DeVore

   Chris Durrant

   Karen Ferriere

   Judith Fisher

   Carol Hummel

   Mark

   Michael Reese

   Gedalia Santamaria

   Kate Teplicky

Casey Sasser

   David Ogden & 
     Sandy Biagi

Chris Schmidt

   Jeanne Belknap

Ron Smith

   Richard & Rayna  
     Ravitz

Fred Sullivan

   Anne & Steven   
     Pelayo

Team Gumsaba 
   Spartan 

   Michelle Brown &  
     Chad Jenkins

John Van Heertum

   Thomas Dunphy

Liz Williams

   Stacy R. Mettier, Jr.

Stephen H. Yee

   Ron & Rebecca Yee

George & Sarah 
   Zimmerman

   Sharon Shutes

IN MEMORY OF
Brendon Armstrong

   Carol & Brad Hoy

Paul Baxter

   Carol Baxter

Helen D. Beneš

   Helen Beneš Kaiser

Rey T. Bigornia

   Michele Lasagna

Robert E. Brookes

   Ethan S. Brookes

Eugene Callahan

   Marianne Callahan*

Esther Cannon

   Bette Boatmun

Bud Coleman

   Kristine Coleman

Jack L. Ditzel

   Ami Ditzel

Mardi Duffield

   Kristine Caratan

Helen & Bernard 
   Duncan

   Barbara 
     Sickenberger

Ed Eberhardt

   Ron & Ann Hendel

Betty Falck

   Richard Falck

   Rachel Tomlinson

Anna Louise Ferri

   Larry Ferri*

Bill Fortner

   Patricia Draper

Marian Fraser

   Bruce & Ellen Fraser

Vern Frederickson

   Dennis & Linda 
     Ashlock

Jean Hamilton

   Rachel D. Shelton

John Hampton

   John & Susan Tullis

Gus and Isabel Haro

   Joe & Susan Ryan*

Jean P. Hauser

   Barbara Hauser

Wm. Marlow Hicks, 
Pearl Harbor Survivor

   Mary P. Hicks

Mary Israel

   Thomas M. Wood

Fred Kovar

   The Mt. Diablo Iris 
     Society

Albina Kozonasky

   Paul & Martha 
     Kozonasky

Brian Kruse

   Margaret Kruse*

Barbara Langlois

   Shirley Langlois

Bessie Leno

   Barbara Walters &
     Kathleen Arnold

Peggy Mahler

   Barbara Mahler

John and Helen
    McCully

     David B. McCully

Janet Montes

   Terry & Glenn 
     Gonzalez*

Quinn Moore Jr.

   Bielle Moore

Emily Oprea

   Sally Scholl

Dr. Gary Rogers

   May & Larry Ball

Ann Ryan

   Joe & Susan Ryan*

Walt Sasser

   David Ogden & 
     Sandy Biagi

William and Genevieve 
   Sattler

   Alfred & Barbara 
     Sattler

John Sparacino

   Kathleen & Robert 
     Yates

Peg Steunenberg 

   Judy Adler

   Scott & Claudia Hein

James Stewart

   Brett Stewart & 
     Meagen Leary

Barry Storm

   Margaret Kruse

Vivian Sweigart

   Terry & Glenn 
     Gonzalez*

Thai, Sweet Pea, 
   Chickpea, Smackie, 
     & Sydney

   David & Devi Bond

Joe Terry

   Kirsten and Mark T. 
     Melton
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Lorraine Terry

   Shirley Langlois

Howard Thomas

   Judy Canright

Edith Valle-Riestra

   Judy Adler

   Scott & Claudia Hein

Susan J. Watson, 
   former President of 
     Save Mount Diablo

   Sarah Watson Keller

Paul Winig

   Edwin & Diane 
     Bernbaum

We have made every 
effort to accurately spell 
names. If your name or 
donation has not been 
recorded correctly or 
was mistakenly omitted, 
we offer our apologies. 
Please contact us so 
that we can amend 
our records by sending 
an email to Lydia 
Burstyn, Development 
Associate, at lburstyn@
savemountdiablo.org.

GEAR UP FOR THE 
2019 CHALLENGE!

SUNDAY, 
OCTOBER 13 

Hosted by 
Valley Spokesmen 

Bicycling Club

MOTM save the date

Save the Date: 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 2019

4:00–10:00 p.m.
 

Join us for our 18th Annual Moonlight on the Mountain celebration at Mount Diablo’s 
China Wall benefiting our work to preserve, defend, and restore Diablo’s wild lands. 

To purchase tickets, call (925) 947-3535 or visit us online at www.bit.ly/MoonlightMtn Ca
le

b 
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“My dream is that the whole of Mount Diablo, including its foothills, will remain open
 space . . . that the visual and natural integrity will be sustained.”

—Dr. Mary L. Bowerman

1901 Olympic Blvd., Suite 320
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

Tel: (925) 947-3535
www.SaveMountDiablo.org

Nonprofit
Organization

U.S. Postage Paid
Walnut Creek, CA
Permit No. 1553

To preserve Mount Diablo’s 
peaks, surrounding foothills, and 
watersheds through land acquisition 
and preservation strategies designed 
to protect the mountain’s natural 
beauty, biological diversity, and 
historic and agricultural heritage; 
enhance our area’s quality of 
life; and provide recreational 
opportunities consistent with the 
protection of natural resources.
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ePreserve natural lands through 
acquisition and cooperative efforts.
Defend Mount Diablo and its foothills 
from threats of development through 
land use planning.
Restore habitat prior to transfer 
to a public agency for permanent 
preservation and public use.
Enjoy Diablo’s parks through events 
and recreational opportunities.

This is our home. Preserving natural 
land forever means safeguarding our 
quality of life, including our air, water, 
and views. Only two-thirds of Mount 
Diablo has been preserved. The other 
third of the area, over 60,000 acres, is 
privately owned and still threatened by 
development. That means risking the 
loss of wildlife corridors,ecosystems, 
and recreational opportunities.

Thanks for being a friend.

Enjoy a variety of perks!

As a Friend of the Mountain, you help to preserve the Diablo wild lands 
for future generations.

Whether you enjoy Mount Diablo when you are hiking, cycling, 
horseback riding, trail running, birding, painting, photographing, 
looking at it from your kitchen window, or taking in its breathtaking 
beauty at the end of a long commute home . . .

This is your mountain. Become a member to protect it today.

Based on your annual membership gift, you can receive  
•    Members-only gear; 
•    Recognition in our annual report;  
•    Our biannual Diablo Watch newsletter, featuring 

stories about protected lands, habitat restoration, 
volunteer projects, and recreation opportunities; 

•    Invitations to exclusive members-only events, 
hikes, and tours of Mount Diablo

Not a member yet?
Join us!

Contact us for more information.
Call or visit us online at

  (925) 947-3535 | SaveMountDiablo.org
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